
GAS-HUNTER RANGE
Single zone gas leak

 detection systems

WHAT DOES THE PRODUCT DO?
The Gas-Hunter 1 alarm panels have the capability 

to detect the presence of gas:

Adjustable alarm thresholds allow for multi level 

settings enabling staged alarm settings to give pre-

alarm and a full alarm monitoring.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
A single or series of gas leak detection sensors can 

be connected to the alarm panel.  The sensors are 

mounted in any area where gases are used and 

monitor continuously for the presence of gas.  In the 

event of a leak, the gas will be detected immediately 

and the alarm panel will trigger.

WHAT OUTPUTS ARE AVAILABLE?
Ÿ 3 X 2 amp Volt free changeover common alarm  
 relay will switch state on detecting an alarm.   
 Perfect for connection to an external  
  sounder/beacon, BMS or triggering an SMS 
 

Ÿ 12VDC output for running low voltage devices  
 directly from the panel up to 500mA.

Ÿ Power fail relay will switch should the mains  
 power be interrupted.

Ÿ Output connector for Echo repeater panel used  
 for remote monitoring in a different location to the 
 main panel location.

Ÿ Mute button - silences the panel after an alarm  
 has been triggered as well as used to reboot the 
 panel should a fault occur.

Ÿ Onboard LED outputs for Power On, Gas Leak  
 Detected and Power Fail.
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Sensor Type:

The gas detection sensors come pre-calibrated to 
detect specific gases.  The housing is suitable for 
mounting in plant rooms and require minimal 
maintenance.  There is an onboard audible alarm to 
help pin point the location of the leak as well as LED 
lights to show the status of the sensor.  The sensors 
can be set to have a delay that will allow small 
escapes of gas (e.g. caused during maintenance) 
without setting off an alarm.  The coverage for each 
sensor is 5M² and they are mounted at high level.
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GAS-HUNTER SPECIFICATION

Zones 1

Maximum number of sensors

Sounder Volume 80db at 10cm

IP Rating 65

100m

Optional Extras

6

Maximum Coverage per Zone

Operating Temperature -18ºC to 50ºC

Optional Beacon/Sounder
Gas-Hunter 1

(Single zone alarm panel)

BMS
Gas detection sensors

Telephone Diallers
Available as a  landline or 
SMS text message system.

Programmable telephone 
numbers.

Editable messages to inform 
recipient what area the leak 
has occurred.

Sounder/Beacon
Super bright amber beacon

Load sounder

Triggered when an alarm is 
detected by the master 
alarm panel

Easily installs to panel with a 
single plug in connector

Echo Repeat Panel
Simulates an alarm from an 
alarm panel located in a 
different part of the building.

Can be located in a reception 
or security area where 
people are present.

Sounder and LED light 
output.

Powered directly from the 
main alarm panel.

Gas Valves
Normally closed solenoid 
valves available in:
1/8”  -  1/4”  -  3/8”  -  ½”

0 - 10 bar pressure

Brass
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